Accept no limitations.
Latest technology meets artistic vision.

How does a company with the broadest product offering expand its flexibility even further? One word: innovation. As the first manufacturer in the flooring industry to utilize digital printing, Tarkett is able to create an unlimited selection of wood, stone and abstract designs on its Masquerade wall finishing borders. These high-definition visuals achieve a broader range of color, longer pattern repeats, and crisp, realistic detail—all on a highly durable material that conforms to the curves and angles of nearly any wall. Introducing the next generation of premium wall finishes.
Easy installation & maintenance.

Masquerade wall finishing borders provide the realistic aesthetic of natural materials, without the extensive installation and maintenance routine.

- 8-foot lengths easily conform to gentle curves and irregular surfaces
- Eliminates priming, painting and finishing
- Non-fading surface, free of knots, grains and nail-heads
- Won't splinter, chip or absorb liquids
- Resists scratches, dents and stains
- Installs with regular cove base adhesive

WALLBASE: MASQUERADE MK6 CONCRETE FALLOW CB
FLOORING: ID LATITUDE LVT CONCRETE FALLOW
Custom capabilities.

Custom wall borders are the perfect branding element to finish a space, giving customers an experience that can’t be duplicated. In addition to Masquerade’s 18 standard designs, Tarkett can recreate any visual for a fully customized wall finishing border. Choose from a variety of profiles, then work with your Tarkett representative to send us a swatch, material sample, or digital image to replicate. We’ll have you approve a sample before the entire order is produced, to eliminate surprises on the jobsite.
Great spaces. One surface at a time.

Coordinated to work together visually across platforms, the Tarkett Solution SPECtrum™ helps you develop a flooring platform for the specific needs of every space and budget.

Our portfolio of products are designed to work together functionally and aesthetically, creating more productive workspaces that maximize return on investment. Without compromise.

**PRODUCTS SHOWN:**

1. Millwork Masquerade Delineate Wall Base (Midline Beech)
2. Soft Surface, Modular, Rock Solid II (Polished Amber)
3. Soft Surface, Powerbond® + Modular, Change II (Golden Backdrop)
4. Heterogeneous Vinyl Sheet, Acczent Tisse (Warm Beige)
5. Millwork Masquerade Reveal Wall Base (Concrete Fallow)
7. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Color Play Collection, Color Weave (Farrow)
8. Homogeneous Vinyl Sheet, IQ Optima (French Optima)
9. Millwork Masquerade Delineate Wall Base (Aged Oak)
10. Rubber Tile, Metallurgy™ (Vintage Copper)
11. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Contour, Antique Wood (Pacific Shorehouse)
12. Soft Surface, Modular, Rock Solid II (Prairie Agate)
13. Millwork Masquerade Reveal Wall Base (Concrete Charcoal)
14. Heterogeneous Vinyl Sheet, Acczent Flourish (Serenade)
15. Soft Surface, Modular, Tailored Twist Collection, Tailored (Rainfall)
16. Rubber Tile, Mesto Configurations™ (Maiden Voyage Light)
17. Millwork Masquerade Reveal Wall Base (Darkened Wenge)
18. Rubber Tile, Metallurgy™ (Chocolate Frosting)
19. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Contour, Concrete (Metro)
20. Soft Surface, Powerbond® + Modular, Texture Map (Mountain Soil)
21. Millwork Masquerade Mandalay Wall Base (Icicle)
22. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Color Play Collection, Color Beam (Moonlight)
23. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Contour, Modern Wood (Mission Bay)
24. Luxury Vinyl Tile, Contour, Broadcloth (Bleachfield)

Color may vary from actual swatch. To order a sample and to learn more about Tarkett Solution SPECtrum™, please visit tarkettna.com.
At Tarkett North America, we believe that together, we can make a positive impact on people and the planet. That’s why we’re Doing Good—Together, connecting our sustainability efforts with what our customers value and our world needs. It’s an active, living commitment to create a future where people and the planet prosper in balance. Where sustainable flooring solutions don’t just perform. They inspire.

Tarkett’s Masquerade Contoured Wall Base is:
• Phthalate-free
• FloorScore® certified
• Made with 14% recycled material
• 100% recyclable through Tarkett’s ReStart® reclamation program

WALLBASE: MS4 DARKENED WENGE B
FLOORING: ID INSPIRATION TISSE LIGHT LVT
DESIGNING FOR LIFE
Developing products based on Cradle to Cradle® principles that contribute to people friendly spaces AND respect the planet’s natural capital.

CLOSING THE LOOP
Building a circular economy inclusive of programs and business models that encourage take back, reuse, recycling and elimination of waste.

DRIVING COLLABORATION
Inviting others to join us in Doing Good through education, collaboration, transparency and communication.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNICAL DATA</th>
<th>STANDARDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Wall Covering</td>
<td>ASTM F 1861 Contoured Wall Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>ASTM F 1861 Type TP, Group 1 (Solid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staining of Adjacent Surfaces</td>
<td>ASTM F 1861 No staining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Resistance</td>
<td>ASTM F 925 Passes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Light</td>
<td>ASTM F 1515 ∆E ≤ 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame Spread/Smoke Density</td>
<td>ASTM E 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASTM E648 Class B, &lt; 450 Smoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class 1 (≥ 0.45 W/cm²)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please visit tarkettna.com for the most updated specifications, and installation, cleaning and maintenance instructions.